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Overview
The C5 Spring
2018 Meeting was
back on home turf,
taking place at
The Cable Center,
in Denver, CO.
Todd Barber, Ryan Carrigan, Andrés Piderit, Simón Tadeo,
Chuck Patti, Hannah Rogers, Janice Silver, Diane Christman
(left to right)

Katherine Gessner, Scott Wise, Scott Fairchild, Maureen
Moore, Anne Cowan, Rodrigo Duclos, Frank Benson, Rob
Stoddard (left to right)

John Gibbs, Diane Quennoz, Suzanne Foy, Mickie Calkins
(left to right)

Ann Montgomery, Cory Limberg, Nate Kinzer, Ron Rizzuto,
Katherine Gessner, Scott Wise (left to right)

Wow…another
record-setting
attendance C5
meeting! Thirtyeight of us
gathered at The
Cable Center
this spring.
At the meeting
we had eleven of
our twelve MSO
members in
attendance, plus
three member
representatives
from CTAM (Anne
Cowan), NCTA
(Rob Stoddard),
and CableLabs
(Mickie Calkins).
A big thank you to
our Gold Sponsor
Nuance, including
Frank Benson and
Paul Tepper.

We are loving the
energy and
engagement that
C5ers are bringing
to our meetings…and
the sharing, spirited
conversation, and
collegiality. Ron, Maria,
The Cable Center
Leadership Team, and I
all thank you for what you
bring to our meetings.
Special thanks to our C5
Co-Chairs (Andrés Piderit,
Graham Tutton, and Scott
Wise) and to The Cable
Center staff, particularly
Diane Christman and
Mary Yacovetta—for
making sure all of the
arrangements went
smoothly—and to Luke
Woodruff for his good work

The Cable Center, Denver, CO

with the video testimonials,
taping of the session with
Mike Fries and Graham
Tutton, and for arranging
for the still photos. We
collected eleven taped
testimonials about C5, still
photos of all members, and
several group photos.
Thanks to everyone!
Ron, Maria, and I are now in
the early stages of planning
our Fall 2018 meeting and
we’ll be in touch when dates
and a venue are selected!
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Meeting Highlights
Over our two-day meeting,
we had six, strong content
sessions, including:

• Innovative Solutions from
Sponsor with “AI for
Customer Experience,” by
Frank Benson and Paul
Tepper (Nuance);

The fireside chat between Mike

• a fireside chat with Mike
Fries (Liberty Global),
moderated by Graham
Tutton (Comcast);

• our famous “Egg-Timer”
session, expertly chaired
by Mel Longdon (Liberty)
class that we have had yet at C5”
and Diane Quennoz
Andrés Piderit, Rogers
(Vyve), with contributions
from Graham Tutton
(Comcast), Andrés Piderit
(Rogers), Scott Wise and
Suzanne Foy (Cox), Scott
Fairchild (Spectrum/
Charter), Diane Quennoz
and John Gibbs
(Vyve), Cory
Limberg and
Nate
Ann
Montgomery
(Liberty),
Todd Barber, Andrés Piderit, Simón Tadeo, Chuck Patti (left to right) Simón Tadeo
Fries and Graham Tutton was

quoted as being “the best master

(Cablevision
Argentina),
Rodrigo Duclos
(Net Serviços
Brasil), and
Katherine Gessner
(MCTV);
• another Spotlight Jana Henthorn, Graham Tutton, Mike Fries (left to right)
On… session by Jon
• Brent Chrite, Dean of the
Coscia (Mediacom) and
Daniels College of Business
Mark Heffley (Adrenaline
at the University of
Technologies)
Denver, comment on the
• a session on CE
long and important
Transformation by our
relationship between the
guest speaker, Greg
College and the cable
Tucker (Tucker &
industry.
Company), and a
Then, one of the special
• Legislative Update by
features of the Spring 2018
Rob Stoddard (NCTA).
meeting was CableLabs
Field Trip, with a tour and
Plus, we had:
presentations at CableLabs.
• Jana Henthorn, Diane
Many thanks to Mickie
Christman, and Janice
Calkins, Chris Lammers,
Silver (The Cable Center)
Lisa Schwab—and all of the
bring us up to date on
others at CableLabs for
The Cable Center’s
developing and delivering
Intrapreneurship
the tour—and the dinner
Academy Program
that followed. Mickie and
• Diane Christman and
Lisa have graciously given
Brian Kenny give us a
us the following summary
of the tour on page 3.
tour of The Cable Center

Our New Member and Guests
A special welcome to Scott
Fairchild (Spectrum/
Charter) as our newest MSO
member. We will look
forward to Scott taking the
“Spotlight on…” lead at a
future meeting.
Scott Fairchild and Anne Cowan (left to right)

Other first-time attendees
included: Anne Cowan,

(CTAM), Mel Longdon
(Liberty), Ted Dougherty
(Nuance), Kelly Westgard
(University of Denver),
Zhen Lei (Topway), Hu
Nansheng (Topway),
Stephen Field (Cognizant),
Ryan Carrigan (CallMiner),
Todd Barber (CallMiner),

Greg Tucker (Tucker &
Company), and Mark Heffley
(Adrenaline Technologies).

Zehn Lei, Kelly Westgard, Hu Nansheng,
Steve Field (left to right)

April 24-25, 2018
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C a b l e L a b s F i e l d Tr i p
The CableLabs tour included
presentations by :
• Ike Elliot, CSO and SVP
Strategy and Innovation,
with a business overview
of CableLabs and its role
in the cable industry as
well as how CableLabs’
two sub-entities, UpRamp
and Kyrio, contribute to
accelerating and
expanding cable’s
capabilities and business
ecosystems.

• Eric Klassen, project lead
on AI-driven video agents,
who provided a demo of
the future-forward
prototype in VR to
discover and explore
delivery issues that are
likely to emerge from to
two-way conversation
with video-based agents
of the future.
• Jen Shelby, VP of
Marketing and CX at Kyrio
who walked the group
through a demo of the
recently revamped “GoTo-Broadband” (G2B)
online service
locator that helps
consumers discover
cable service providers
and offers in markets

that they will be moving
to. G2B handles over 90
million transactions a
year for the industry.
• Brian Stahlhammer,
Product Manager, who
provided a Sample Market
Briefing on CableLabs’
research on the future
needs of Boomers, such as
the desire by Boomers to
be independent, and
trends toward self-serve
options in CX.
The Field Trip included a
walking tour of the main
labs at CableLabs’ Louisville
facility, experiencing the
SDN/NFV simulation lab,
the Wireless Testing Lab
and the Anechoic Chamber,
followed by dinner.

Andrés Piderit, Rodrigo Duclos, and
Simón Tadeo (left to right)

UpRamp Pitch Fest
CableLabs UpRamp team
connects emerging tech
companies to our industry.
Lisa Schwab, Program
Director, emceed a pitch
event with four startups
hand-picked for their
potential to change the
relationship between the
cable industry and its
customers.
These startups were:

• Blitzz, an AI-powered
platform that enables
remote assistance,
collaboration, and
predictive assistance for
agents in the field

• BubbleIQ, connecting the
platforms you use every
day to make happy
customers for life, with
integrations for Zendesk,
Slack, Salesforce, and more

• Customer Science, which
uses unsupervised AI to
make sense of patterns in
customer service data
without human training
or guidance

• Gladly, connecting
customers with the right
agents by building a
complete profile, with
LTV and tasks – not just a
case number!

F o l l o w - u p I n f o r m a t i o n f o r C a b l e L a b s F i e l d Tr i p
Information on each of the startups, including CEO contact info and pitch decks is available at: www.upramp.com/c5-2018
To find out more about the work being undertaken by CableLabs, Kyrio, or UpRamp, contact C5 Member and CableLabs
Director of Co-Innovation, Mickie Calkins at: M.Calkins@CableLabs.com.
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C5 Dinner
Our first-night
dinner was held
at the Japanese
steakhouse,
Miyama of
Colorado, where
we introduced
Dean Brent
Chrite, University
of Denver.
Once again we conducted
our ever-popular C5 Trivia
Contest. Congratulations to

Cory Limberg (Midco) who
won by correctly answering
our tie-breaker question,
“What year did The Cable
Center building open?”
The “Most Fun Table
Award” went to Table #4,
consisting of the “Fun Gang,”
Graham Tutton, Andrés
Piderit, Frank Benson,
Paul Tepper, Greg Tucker,
Janice Silver, Joyce AldenSchuyler, Hannah Rodgers,

Mary Yacovetta, and Mickie
Calkins. We’re still not sure
how this group was actually
selected, but the rest of us
will be looking for revenge
in the fall.
We also acknowledged the
contributions of the C5 CoChairs (Andrés, Graham,
and Scott) with a token of
our collective appreciation
for their role in the
leadership of C5.

I m p r o m p t u Ev e n t
For those of you who did
not take the bus to
Cablelabs on Day 2, you
missed one of the highlights
of the C5 meeting. We’re
talking about another C5
first—our stalled bus on

Interstate 25. We waited
for over an hour for a
replacement bus to arrive…
but, no worries…Mel
Longdon entertained us
with one of her special
talents!

Follow -on from Meeting
C5 is proudly brought to you by:

We’re on the Web!
www.cablecenter.org/C5
C5 : Cable Center
Customer Care Committee
The Cable Center,
2000 Buchtel Boulevard
Denver, CO 80210
Phone: 720-212-6971
www.cablecenter.org
E-mail: cpatti@du.edu

• The venue and dates for
the C5 Fall 2018 meeting
will be decided over the
next few weeks and we’ll
be back in touch with you
about this as soon as
possible.

• We have requested the
slides from all of the C5
presenters you saw at
our meeting and we’ll
have those placed in the
“Member Only” area on
the webpage asap.

• Be sure to check out the
the slides and other
resources (including the
Marketing Reflections by
Chuck Patti on the C5 web
page, available at:
www.cablecenter.org/C5

Activities of the Senior Fellows
• Ron and Maria are busy
teaching graduate-level
courses this spring 2018
quarter at the University
of Denver. Ron is teaching
finance courses and Maria
is teaching two sections of
a marketing course.

• Chuck finished writing
two new “Marketing
Reflections”—one on
apologizing to customers,
and another on employee
engagement. He’s also
been progressing a CX
Measurement project that

evaluates all known
measures of CX.
• Chuck and Maria attended
Cable Congress 2018
(Dublin, Ireland) to
recruit prospective MSOs
from Europe and potential
C5 sponsors.

